Anchor: Evergreen Elementary School  
Bus: 509

8:15  ____LEONARDTOWN HIGH SCHOOL  
8:31  ____FDR BLVD @ CONDO (1) MIDDLE ENTRANCE  
(2) 8:35  ____44620 ST ANDREWS CHURCH RD  
(3) 8:37  ____OLD ST ANDREWS CHURCH RD @ BARNES AND YEH LN  
(4) 8:38  ____WILDEWOOD PKY @ ROLLING OAK LN  
(5) 8:39  ____WILDEWOOD PKY @ PINE NEEDLE CT  
(6) 8:39  ____WILDEWOOD PKY @ SHADY HOLLOW LN  
(7) 8:40  ____WILDEWOOD PKY @ CRESTWOOD LN  
(8) 8:40  ____WILDEWOOD PKY @ KING WY  
(9) 8:45  ____WILDEWOOD DR @ GIBSON WY  
(10) 8:46  ____SCOBEE ST @ MCAULIFFE ST  
(11) 8:55  ____EVERGREEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Anchor: Evergreen Elementary School  
Bus: 510

8:24  ____LEONARDTOWN HIGH SCHOOL  
8:42  ____WILDEWOOD (1) PKY @ WHITE ELM CT  
(2) 8:44  ____SYCAMORE HOLLOW DR @ SYCAMORE LN  
(3) 8:45  ____SYCAMORE HOLLOW DR @ CRIMSON LN  
(4) 8:46  ____SASSAFRAS DR @ PEPPER RIDGE DR  
(5) 8:48  ____SASSAFRAS DR @ CHERRY HILL CT  
(6) 8:50  ____SASSAFRAS DR @ SILVERBERRY WY  
(7) 8:51  ____CYPRESS DR @ HOSTA WY  
(8) 8:52  ____WILDEWOOD PKY @ MISTY POND CT  
(9) 8:55  ____EVERGREEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Anchor: Evergreen Elementary School  
Bus: 516

8:15  ____DR. JAMES A. FORREST CAREER & TECHN  
8:34  ____THREE NOTCH RD (1) @ MILES VILLAGE DR  
(2) 8:37  ____23443 COTTONWOOD PKWY  
(3) 8:39  ____WILDEWOOD PKY @ LAUREL HILL DR  
(4) 8:40  ____WILDEWOOD BL @ RED OAK CT  
(5) 8:41  ____WILDEWOOD BL @ BLACK OAK CT  
(6) 8:42  ____WILDEWOOD BL @ PIN OAK CT  
(7) 8:42  ____WHITE OAK PKY @ WHITE OAK CT  
(8) 8:42  ____WHITE OAK PKY @ SCARLET OAK CT  
(9) 8:43  ____WHITE OAK PKY @ WILLOW OAK CT  
(10) 8:43  ____WHITE OAK PKY @ WOODLAKE CT  
(11) 8:44  ____WHITE OAK PKY @ ROSEWOOD CT  
(12) 8:44  ____WHITE OAK PKY @ SURREY WY  
(13) 8:46  ____WILDEWOOD PKY @ WHITE BIRCH CT  
(14) 8:47  ____WILDEWOOD PKY @ SUPERSTITION WAY  
(15) 8:55  ____EVERGREEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
(Routes as of 8/15/2023)

Anchor: Evergreen Elementary School
Bus: 542

8:06__LEONARDTOWN HIGH SCHOOL
8:22__INDIAN BRIDGE RD (1) @ ONION FIELDS LN
(2) 8:22__INDIAN BRIDGE RD @ KNOTTS DRIVE
(3) 8:23__INDIAN BRIDGE RD @ TIFFANY WY
(4) 8:23__INDIAN BRIDGE RD @ BEAN FAMILY LN
(5) 8:23__21631 INDIAN BRIDGE RD
(6) 8:24__INDIAN BRIDGE RD @ SILENCES REST LN
(7) 8:25__INDIAN BRIDGE RD @ COOPERSTOWN LN
(8) 8:26__INDIAN BRIDGE RD @ GRAND SLAM LN
(9) 8:27__22087 WILLIS DR
(10) 8:28__WILLIS DR @ BROOK DR
(11) 8:29__MAGNOLIA DR @ PARK DR
(12) 8:31__PARK DR @ DANIEL CT
(13) 8:32__22127 INDIAN BRIDGE ROAD
(14) 8:32__INDIAN BRIDGE RD @ VICTORIAN DR
(15) 8:33__22169 INDIAN BRIDGE RD
(16) 8:33__22181 INDIAN BRIDGE RD
(17) 8:36__LONG BOW DR @ SHORT BOW CT
(18) 8:37__LONG BOW DR @ CROSS BOW LN
(19) 8:39__22173 LONG BOW DR
(20) 8:40__INDIAN BRIDGE RD @ GRAMMAS LN
(21) 8:41__22435 INDIAN BRIDGE RD
(22) 8:41__INDIAN BRIDGE RD @ CASEYS LN
(23) 8:55__EVERGREEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Anchor: Evergreen Elementary School
Bus: 570

8:23__LEONARDTOWN HIGH SCHOOL
8:44__WILDEWOOD PKY No Intersection
8:45__PRIMEVERE (1) ST @ LARKSPUR ST
(2) 8:49__TALLWOOD RD @ MONTEREY STREET
(3) 8:55__EVERGREEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Anchor: Evergreen Elementary School
Bus: 573

8:25__LEONARDTOWN HIGH SCHOOL
8:47__TALLWOOD (1) RD @ PRIMEVERE ST
(2) 8:49__TALLWOOD RD @ SUGARBUSH ST
(3) 8:51__TALLWOOD RD @ MARGUERITE ST
(4) 8:55__EVERGREEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Anchor: Evergreen Elementary School
Bus: 597

8:23__LEONARDTOWN HIGH SCHOOL
8:45__LILLIFLORA CIRCLE (1) @ LILLIFLORA DR
(Routes as of 8/15/2023)

(2) 8:47____LILLIFLORA DR @ YULAN ST
(3) 8:48____PRIMEVERE ST @ GREAT LAUREL WY
(4) 8:49____PRIMEVERE ST @ SWEETBAY ST
(5) 8:51____PRIMEVERE ST @ LILLIFLORA DR
(6) 8:55____EVERGREEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Anchor: Evergreen Elementary School
Bus: 624

8:21____GEORGE WASHINGTON CARVER ELEMENTARY
(1) 8:35____22891 PINEY WOOD CIR
(2) 8:36____PINEY WOOD CIR @ FOREST WY
(3) 8:37____PINEY WOOD CIR @ CEDAR CT
(4) 8:38____PINEY WOOD CIR @ BIRCH WY
(5) 8:42____ASPEN LN @ ALDER LN
(6) 8:43____POPLAR WOOD DR @ STONEY HILL LN
(7) 8:44____POPLAR WOOD DR @ HICKORY NUT DR
(8) 8:46____HICKORY NUT DR @ HOLLY BERRY LN
(9) 8:48____REDWOOD LN @ ASH CT
(10) 8:55____EVERGREEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Anchor: Evergreen Elementary School
Bus: 626

8:28____GREAT MILLS HIGH SCHOOL
8:43____WILDEWOOD (1) DR @ MCBRIDE ST
(2) 8:45____WILDEWOOD DR @ CRIPPEN ST
(3) 8:55____EVERGREEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Anchor: Evergreen Elementary School
Bus: 647

8:31____GREENVIEW KNOLLS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
8:41____WILDEWOOD (1) PKY @ ORCHID DR
(2) 8:45____DAHLIA DR @ TALLWOOD RD
(3) 8:46____TALLWOOD RD @ CAMELLIA CT
(4) 8:49____CAMELLIA DR @ HOSTA LN
(5) 8:50____CAMELLIA DR @ VERBENA LN
(6) 8:55____EVERGREEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Anchor: Evergreen Elementary School
Bus: 650

8:09____LEONARDTOWN HIGH SCHOOL
8:20____(1) 20825 INDIAN BRIDGE ROAD
(2) 8:21____BETHSON ST @ LIZSON CT
(3) 8:22____BETHSON ST @ NORHILL LN
(4) 8:25____INDIAN BRIDGE RD @ WESTERN BRANCH LN
(5) 8:26____21273 INDIAN BRIDGE RD
(6) 8:27____21435 INDIAN BRIDGE RD
(7) 8:27____21453 INDIAN BRIDGE RD
(Routes as of 8/15/2023)

(8) 8:28 INDIAN BRIDGE RD @ ARTHUR LN
(9) 8:36 ST ANDREWS LN @ PARKVIEW DR
(10) 8:37 ST ANDREWS LN @ PARKVIEW DR
(11) 8:39 LOUISDALE RD @ ST ANDREWS LN
(12) 8:41 22696 BELLWOOD LN
(13) 8:42 44298 ST ANDREWS CHURCH RD
(14) 8:43 ST ANDREWS CHURCH RD @ DEMENT LN
(15) 8:47 WILDEWOOD PKY @ HOLLY HILL LN
(16) 8:55 EVERGREEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Anchor: Evergreen Elementary School
Bus: 652

8:23 LEONARDTOWN HIGH SCHOOL
8:45 BELLFLOWER (1) WY @ DAFFODIL DR
(2) 8:47 DELPHINIUM DR @ JONQUIL LN
(3) 8:48 DAHLIA DR @ WILLOW CREEK CT
(4) 8:50 WILDEWOOD PKY @ TALLWOOD RD
(5) 8:52 WILDEWOOD PKY @ STARRY WY
(6) 8:55 EVERGREEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Anchor: Evergreen Elementary School
Bus: 660

8:08 LEONARDTOWN HIGH SCHOOL
8:23 ELIZABETH HILL (1) ST @ TENNYHILL ST
(2) 8:25 TENNYHILL ST @ FOX WOOD LN
(3) 8:27 ELIZABETH HILL ST @ FOX HILL DRIVE CIRCLE
(4) 8:30 FOX HILL DR @ LIZMILL WY
(5) 8:55 EVERGREEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Anchor: Evergreen Elementary School
Bus: 7575

8:24 GEORGE WASHINGTON CARVER ELEMENTARY
8:42 SWIFT FOX DR (1) @ SNOW LEOPARD DR
(2) 8:44 SWIFT FOX DR @ BEAVER CREEK DR
(3) 8:45 BEAVER CREEK DR @ RINGTAIL DR
(4) 8:46 BEAVER CREEK DR @ SNOW LEOPARD DR
(5) 8:48 WOODLAND PARK RD @ RIVER OTTER DR
(6) 8:55 EVERGREEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL